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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the MaHer of the Application of Southern 
California Edison Company (U-338-E) To Adopt The 
Performance Based Ratemaking and Incentive Based 
Ratemaking Mechanisms Specified in 0.95-12-063, as 
Modified by D.96-01-009, and Related Changes. 

Application of Pacific Gas and EJedric Company To 
Adopt Performance-Based Ratemaking (PBR) For 
Generation And To Change Electric Revenue 
Requirement Subject To PBR, Effe<livc January 1, 
1998. 

(Electric) (U39 E) 

Application 96-07-009 
(Filed July 15,996) 

Application 96-07-018 
(Filed July 15, 1996) 

(Sec Appelldix A for List of Appear.lnc('s.) 

OPINION ON PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY'S 
HYDROELECTRIC AND GEOTHERMAL REVENUE REQUIREMENT 

1. Summary 
As an alternative to pcr(ormanc('-based r.ltemaking (P8R), the Commission 

adopts a mechanism (or determining Pacific Gas and Eledric Company's (PG&E) 

hydr~lectric and geothermal generation revenue requirements for 1998. The 

mcchanism applics to PG&E's conventional hydroelectric, Ilelms Pumped Stot<1gC 

(1Irlms), and geothermal facilities. 

2. Background 
This consolidated proceeding was initiated b}' Southern California Edison 

Company (Edison) and PG&E in response to the Commission's directive in Decision 

(D.) 95-12-063, as modified by 0.96-01-009 (the Preferred Policy Decision) to file 

applications (or P8R for generation. The early background and procedural history of 

this prO('ccding is described in D.97-07-042, which addressed the respective rores of the 
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Commission, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), and the Independent 

System Operator (ISO) with respect to transmission system reliability and reJated 

market power issues. 

A prehearing conference was heJd onJune 23,1997 at which the Assigned 

Commissioner and AdministraHve Law Judge (AL}) heard oral argument on the 

question of deferring Or terminating the proceeding as a non-critical path electric 

industry restructuring activity. PG&E stated its position as {ollows: 

U\Ve ~ontinue to understand the constraints faced by the parties to this 
proceeding. \Ve'rc feeling sin\ilar constraints On Our limited resources. 
However~ ... the existence of constraints does not create the rationale {or 
providing inadequate or inaccurate reVenue requirement for the utility to 
go forth and continue to operate its hydro and geothermal facilities. 

"\Ve agree with the parties that the issue is what should be the revenue 
requirenlent, and we also agree with the parties that the (generation) PBR 
is not necessary to come up with that revenue requirement, but ... a firm 
commitment to come up with an alternative approach in a timely basis so 
that we can have the necessary assurance of revenue requirement as of 
1-1-98 is ne<:essary.1J (Tr. PHC-3, p. 128.) 

A Joint Rulillg of AssigllM COllllllissiomr a"d Arlmi"islralil!( Law Jrldge issued on 

June 25, 1997 determined that the various proposals of PG&E and Edison (or 

development of PBR/incentive n\cchanisms for generation Were not on a critkal path 

for implenlentation in 1998, and would not be considered for the tin\e being. The ruling 

adopted PG&E's procedur," re<:ommcndation (or considcration of an alternative 

proposal (or developing a hydroelectric/geothermal re\'enue requirement for 1998. 

Pursuant to the ruling, PG&E filed and servcd the conceptual framework of its proposal 

on July I, 1997; filed and served a detailed proposal on July II, 1997; provided notice of 

and convened a workshop on July 17, 1997; and filed and ~r\'cd a workshop report 

including further procedur.ll recommendations on July 24,1997. 

On August 22, 1997 the AL} convened a prehearing conference to consider 

proposals for establishing PG&E's hydrocle<lric and geothermal revcnue requirement. 

The ALJ assigned to the tr.U1silion cost proceeding (Application (A.) 96-08-001, et at) 
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participated (0 facilitate coordination of this proceeding with the transition cost 

proceeding. The Al, emphasized that Ihis sub-phase of the proceeding would not 

consider PBR and incentive ratemaking mechanisms. (Tr. PHC-4, pp. 146-47.) 

Four days of he.uing were concluded on September 23, 1997. The matter Was 

submitted on October 10, 1997 with the filing of concurrent reply briefs. PG&E, the 

QUite of Ratepayer Advocates (ORA), James Weil, Raymond Czahar and Ronald L. 

Knecht, and the El Dorado Irrigation Distrid (ElD) presented testimony and filed 

opening and reply briefs.' In addition, Enron filed a reply brief. 

The proposed decision of the At} \Vas issued on November 14, 1997 in 

accordante with the provisions of Section 311(d) and Article 19 of the Commission's 

Rules of Practice and Procedure.! Comni.ents and reply comments were Cited by PG&E, 

ORA, \Veil, and Knetch/Czahar. Our order makes certain revisions to the proposed 

decision in response to the comments and to reflect recent Commission orders that were 

issued after the proposed decision. 

3. Revenue Requirement Mechanism 

3.1 Proposed Architecture 
Establishing a hydroeledric/geothermal revenue requirement is necessary to 

determine the level of transitio1\ cost recovery by PG&E that will be reflected in the 

Transition Cost Balancing Account (TCBA). PG&E and ORA have agrccd upon a 

proposed "architecture" for determining this revenue requirement and most of the 

components thereof. PG&E intends that the mechanism will provide it with the same 

opportunities for gener,\tion cost recovery that was contemplated by the Prcterred 

Policy Decision and Assembly Bill (AB) 1890 (5t,'t5. 1996, Ch. SSI). 

1 Weil, Czahar, and Kne<ht ar~ I'GhEcustomC'rs. Czahar and Knffht participated jointly. 

! All such se<tion references are to the Public Utilities Code. 
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Under this proposal, the revenue requirement for conventional hydroelectric, 

Helms, and geothermal generation facilities would be calculated as the sum of the 

capital· related revenue requirement, the expense revenue requirem.ent, and actual fuel 

expense. The expense revenue requirement would be based on PG&E's 1996 general 

rate case (GRe). Fuel and capital costs would be determined on a recorded basis. 

Applying irs proposed architecture, PG&E calculated illustrative 1998 revenue 

requirements for conventional hydroelectric', Helms, and geothermal facilities as 

$325,871,000, $109,775,000, and $219.807,000 respectively. 

\-Veil agrees that assembling ralemaking clements from various proceedings as 

proposed is a reasonable alternative to fuU·scate litigation of all relevant reVenue 

requirements. However, \Veil finds aspects of the mechanism to be unreasonable, 

particularly recorded cost ratemaking. \VeiJ believes that, taken as a whole, the 

proposal does not fairly balance ratepayer and shareholder risk and rewards. Knecht 

and Czahar likewise support the overall architecture proposed by PG&E, and share 

\Veil's reservations concernillg the use of recorded cost ratemaking. In addition, they 

take issue with the proposal's failure to account for net-of·inflation productivity 

improvements. 

DiscussIon 
In its general form, the proposed re\'enue requirement architecture is 

uncontested. As I'G&E and ORA have pointed out, it draws upon existing pc()(ccdings 

as data sources, including GRCs, capital additions proceedings, and the 

rateseUing/unbundling proceeding. Using this approach as an alternative to either 

PBR or a fully litigated reVenue requirement conslruction should save time and 

resources of parties and the Commission. \Ve are persuaded that it should be adopted 

(or purposes of determining PC&li's hydroelectric/geothermal revenue requirement 

(or 1998. \Ve address the concerns of Weil and Knecht/Czahar regarding the 

architecture in Sc<:tions 3.2 and 3.3. In Section 3.4 we consider proposals to extend the 

architecture to the entire electric restructuring transition period (i.e., through 2(01) ot 

until the facilities undergo market valuation. 
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3.2 Capital-Related Costs 
Under the PG&E-proposed architecture, the capital-related revenue requirement 

consists of (eturn on rate base, depreciation, decommissioning costs, taxes, and 

franchise (ccs and uncollectibles. All the components would be based on actual 

recorded monthly costs, including recorded rate base which reflects capita) additions in 

service at the time and ac<umulated depredation. Capital additions would be subject to 

alter-the-/act reasonableness review. The previously determined rate of return of 90% 

of the cost of debt ,,,,ould apply to the uneconon\ic fadlities eligible for transition cost 

recovery as determined in Phase 2 of the transition cost proceeding. The rate of return 

(or other facilities would be determined in PG&E's cost of capital proceeding for 1998 

(A.97-0S-016). 

\Veil contends that compared to GRC ratemaking, cost variations under retorded 

cost ratemaking cause variability or uncertainty in customer obligations, while utility 

returns are stable. In essence, \-Veil daims, moving to recorded cost ratemaking shifts 

risks associated wHh the variability or uncertainty of outcomes (rorn the utility to its 

customers. \Veil finds that there is litlle evidentiary support in this pro<ccding for the 

use of recorded cost ratemaking, and notes that the PG&E/ORA approach fails to offer 

any reduction in financial rewards commensurate with the shift in dsk to customers. 

Be then argues that this shifting of risk is a step backward from the Commission's PBR 

goals of creating incentives to reduce costs and improve productivity. 

\Veil recognizes, however, that at this stage of the proceeding there is little choice 

but to proceed with recorded cost ratemaking for capital costs for 1998. Thus, he 

recommends that the Conullission approve the lise of recorded r.,te basc, and offsct the 

reduced utility risk by ordering reduced utility rewards. \Veil asserts that the most 

logkal method of accomplishing this is in the setting of PG&E's authorized return on 

equity, but he beJieves that there are other opportunities to ere.,fe a fair balance of risks 

and rewards. These include denying PC&Ws proposals regarding TCBA debits, 

expense levels, capital additions, reasonableness review, and Catastrophic Events 

Memor.lIldum Account (CEMA) t<uiff provisions. 
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Weil takes issue with-the I'G&E/ORA rate of return recommendations because 

they are founded upon nOil-coordinMed reviews of risks at'\d rewards in disconnected 

proceedings. He notes, (or example, that the issue of redUCed risk associated with 

recorded cost ralemaking is not being addressed in A.96-08-001 or in A.97-05-016. \Veil 

suggests that given the absence of a re<'ord in those proceedings as \'!tell as in this one, 

the Commission could rely upon its judgment in setting a reduced return on equity. In 

any event, wen opposes the use of a company-wide return on equity (or hydroelectric 

and geothermal (acilities. 

As noted above, Knecht and Czahar share Weil's criticisms ()f cC('orded cost 

raternaking. However, they do not (avor \Veil's proposed risk readjustments. Instead, 

they suggest that the Commission simply reject recorded cost rafemaking and adopt a 

forecast of capital-related costs. They (ecommend that if recorded costs must be used, 

they be used lot 1998 only. Knecht alidClahat propose using the rate of return 

adopted in A.97-0S-016lot 1998. 

DIscussion 
\Ve seck to avoid the use of ratemaking and cost recovery methods that put 

customers at undue risk", or that unduly reward customers, (or utility management 

actions. Even traditional cost-of-service ratemaking, despite its (aults, has the 

advantage of placing utility n\anagement at risk (or its performance relative to the 

(orec<1st I('st year revenue requirement. 11\ recent years we have sought through PBR to 

provide a more equitable balancing of risks, and a more rational set of incentives to 

encourage utility management actions that benefit ratepayers as well as shareholders. 

\Ve find that compared to tr.lditional cost-of-service ratemaking or PBR, re<:ordcd cost 

ratemaking generally reduces utility risk and (ends to make management tc-ss 

concerned with controlling capital-rc-Iated costs. 

Accordingly, we generally do not (,wor recorded cost ratc-making as proposed by 

PG&E and ORA. As the customer intervenors have pointed out, it represents a step 

back (rom our PHI{ goals. On the other hand} we recognize that under the AB 1890 rate 

freeze/transition cost recovery mechanism that overlays this procccdin~ utilitic-s 
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remain at risk (or recovery of uneconomic generation costs by the end of the transition 

period. This should provide PG&E with some incentive for efficient operations, e"en i( 

it is not as well-defined and targeted as we believe PDR incentives can be. Further, as 

ORA notes .. D.97-09-048 places utilities at risk for the costs of capital additions. In any 

event, it is necessary to adopt the PG&E lORA approach to setting a capital-related 

revenue requirement, since there is no record that would support other approaches. 

Knecht and Czahar suggest that we simply order PG&E to use a forecast approach, but 

they present no practical Or record-based nleans of doing so (or 1998. 

We therefore adopt the use o( recorded capital-related costs fOr 1998 as 

recommended by PG&E and ORA, with provisions (or post-I997 capital additions as 

discussed in Section 4.3. As we do so, we agree that it is reasonable and appropriate, at 

least in principal, to make compensa ting adjustments to the assignment of risks and 

rewards to I'G&B and its customers. A logkal way to do this would be to adopt an 

authorized return on equity which corresponds to the risks associated with (ecorded 

cost ratemaking. Again, there arc no specific proposals to support this .. and \\'e decline 

to make a judgment on the appropriate return on equity in the absence of re~ord 

evidence. Nevertheless, we arc satisfied that the program we adopt today (or 

estabHshing PG&E's hydroelectric and geothermal revenue requirement repre~nts a 

fair balancing of risk and rewards overall. 

In D.97-06-060, we established guidelines regarding the TCBA and accelerated 

cost recovery. Among other things, we provided that as assets which arc currently ill 

r.lte base are amortized, rate base should be redu~cd correspondingly on a dollar-for

dollar basis, including the impact of associated taxes. (D.97-06-060, pp. 5, 84.) PG&E 

should observe this guideline in irs accounling of recorded capital costs. 

\Ve adopt PG&E's and ORA's r.lte of return proposal (which Knecht and Czahar 

join) for PG&E's hydroelectric and geothermal revenue requirement. \Veil has 

identified a legitimate concern regarding the disconnection of prO<:'ccdings affecling the 

rate of return, but this is only a part of a larger issue regarding the disaggregation of 

utility ratemaking gener.llly, one that is not appropriately addressed here. The 
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transition cost proceeding is the forum for implementing the reduced rate of return on 

assets which are eligible for uneconomic cost recovery. We have already prOVided in 

0.97-08-056 that unbundling of the rate of return is not an urgent maUer, and that it will 

be considered in cost of capital proceedings to be filed next year. \Ve have no basis (or 

modifying the results of these other proceedings due to an asserted need to coordinate 

issues in this proceeding. 

3.3 Expenses 
Following the briefing outline used by the parties, we address the proposal for a 

productivity adjustment in this section. Additional issues related to the expense 

reVenue requirement are addressed in Section 4 of this decision. 

The proposed architecture provides that the expense revenue requirement will 

consist of operation and maintenance (O&M) expense, administrative and general 

(A&G) expense, payroll and other taxes, franchise fees and uncoJlectibles, and working 

cash. Except {or working cash, the amounts would be fixed by using adopted figures 

from PG&E's test·year 1996 GRC, without adjustments for data trends, inflation, or 

productivity. \VeiJ takes no position on the use of test-year 1996 GRC expense data. 

Knecht and Czahar gener.llly agree with the proposal, with one significant exception. 

They argue that we should adopt a net-oi-inflation productivity adjustment of 1% per 

year for 1997 and 1998, and apply the adjustment by reducing the O&M and A&G 

expenses by 2% (or 1998. 

Discussion 
The use of test year 1996 GRC data {or setting a 1998 expense re\'enue 

requirement is uncontested with the exception of the proposed productivity 

adjustment. \Ve first address the argument that the proposed adjuslment may not be 

considered because it assertedly represents a PBR or incentive·based mechanism, which 

would be outside of the scope o( this phase of the proceeding. Knecht and Czahar arc 

not proposing a performance measure or a PBR standatd. Instead, they arc proposing 

the adjustment as a means of ac(uratety forecasting the 1998 expense re\'enue 

requirement. 
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Knecht and Czahar argue that the proposed adjustment is similar to the total

factor productivity (TFP) adjustments that the Commission has made to utility expenses 

in the past. HowcvCT, they acknowledge that a TFr adjustment was not made in the 

tcst year 1996 GRe. PG&E argues that We should rejctt the proposed adjustment 

because, among other things, there is no underlying cost study to support it. 

\Ve accept witness Knecht's qualifications to testily in this area, but we still find 

insufficient justification or record support for his proposed productivity adjustment for 

1998. \Ve adopt the J>G&E/ORA proposal [or establishing the expense revenue 

requirement without modification. However, ' ... ·e do not preclude any party from 

taking up this issue in PG&E's 1999 GRe. 

3.4 Extension of the Term of the Mechanism 
PG&E and ORA have agreed and recommend that their proposed architecture be 

used to establish and adjust PG&E's hydroelectriC and geothermal rcvenue requirement 

through 2001, i.e. for the entire transition cost recovery period designated (with certain 

exceptions) in AS 1890, or ul)til market valuation, whichever OCCurs first. PG&E points 

out that, at the most, the architedure would be in effect for only three more years aftN 

1998. PG&E notes that parties have expressed a desire to minimize the level of 

resourc('s that would be necessary for a fuB-blown PDR proceeding. Also, PG&E has 

announced its intention to sell its geothermal faciHties. If it does, apprOXimately one

third of the rev('nue requirem.('nt that would be subject to a PBR would disappt'ar. In 

addition, I'G&E claims its is quite possible that the valuation of its Helms and 

conventional hydroelectric [acilities could occur before the end of the transition period. 

I~inally, PG&E notes, O&M and A&G expenses will be updated in the test year 1999 

GRe proceeding, and capital and fuel costs \ .... 'ilI be based on recorded costs subject to 

some form of re.lsonabteness review. PG&E concludes that the rationale (or a PBR 

proceeding for generation is diminishing wHh the passage o( time and the onset of 

competition in the genN.ltion market. 

ORA believes that the AB 1890 rate (reeze/tr.msition cost recovef)' mechanism 

provides adequate incentives to reduce costs. It also provides a r.lle cap. ORA believes 
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that these provisions obviate the need for a PBR mechanism. ORA also believ('S that the 

"no debit" proposal (or hydroelectric and geothermal revenues which it supported in 

the Transition Cost proceeding will impose another cost control incentive. 

\Veil, Knecht, and Czahar oppose extending the term of the mechanism beyond 

1998. Instead, they propose that PG&E's hydroelectric and geothetmalgeneration be 

subjected to PBR (or the duration of the transition period. (\Veil also supports 

conventional GRe treatment as an alternative to I'BR.) In response to PG&E's 

argument that a PBR ,yould only be in effect tor three years at the most, WeB obsen'es 

that as much as $2 billion in revenue requirement is at issue over the three-year period. 

He contends that the magnitude of revenue requirements justifies either adoption ofa 

PBR mechanism or litigation of the hydroelectric and geothermal revenue requirement 

in PG&E's pending 1999 GRe. Weil, Knecht, and Czahar do not beJieve that the rate 

freeze and the related lhnitations on transition cost recovery provide adequate 

incentives to constitute a substitute for PBR. 

Discussion 
Extending the revenue requirement architecture beyond 1998 instead of 

pursuing PBR has the advantage of avoiding litigation of potentially COI\troversial PBR 

proposals. On the other hand, the 1997 resource constr.lints that were largely 

responsible for transforming this gener.ltion PUR proceeding into a relatively narrow 

forum for consideration of PG&E's hydroelectric and geothccmal revenue requirement 

may not be as $Cvere in 1998.' 

Resource constraints are not the primary consideration, howevcr. To the extent 

that PG&E's hydroelectric and gootherma) revenue requirement rcpresents a significant 

ratepayer impact, we want r(,llsonabJc assurance that PG&E's management faces 

appropriate incentivcs to opcr.lte irs facilities efficiently. The architecture we approve 

) A propos.ll by Edison (or determining its hydroelectric revenue requirement is currently 
befole the Commission in anottJer phase of this consolidated proceeding. 
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today provides some incenHves through a combination of reasonableness review (or 

recorded costs and the lise of forecast expenses. The rate freeze/transition cost 

recovery mechanism also provides some incentive to control costs. \Ve recognize, 

however, that legitirnate disputes about the e((cctiveness of these provisions are not 

fully resolvcd in this proceeding. 

Thus .. it may be appropriate to institute PBR to provide more ef(ective incentives 

(or the remainder of the transition period after 1998. Yet, it is ptemahtre to determine 

that PBR should be pursued. Clearly, the need (or a PBR mechanism will diminish to 

the extent that hydroelectric and geothermal (acilities are market·valucd and removed 

(rom rC\'cnue requirements. In thc coming months we expect Jearn more about the 

schedule for and status of market valuation for PG&E's hydroelectric and geothermal 

facilities. This should permit a better assessment of whether pursuit of a maximum 

three·year PBI{ program is worthwhile. As industry restructuring takes place, and as 

the records in PG&E's 1999 GRC and other proceedings develop, we may also learn 

more about the prospeds for early rc<:overy of tr.lnsition costs, which should also help 

in determining whether to pursue PBR. 

\Ve lind that the best approach is to provide that the architecture adopted today 

may continue in e,((('(1 through 2001, while lcaving the door open for possible 

consider.ltion of PBR (or PG&E's hydrocle<lric and geothermal gener.lUon next year. 

Accordingly, the revenue requirement architccture adopted herein should be continued 

in dEed through 200t, subject to further order of the Commission. \Ve direct PG&E to 

report on l-.'fay ), 1998 on its plans (or, and the status of, market valuation and 

divestiture for its hydroelectric and geothermal facilities, the st.ltus of must·run 

deSignations, and any other factors affeding the need for and appropriateness of a 

proceeding to consider PBR. \Ve do n(')t intend to keep this proceeding open (or this 

purpose. Instc.'ld, PG&E's status report should be submitted to the Director of the 

Energy Division, who will make recommendations to the Commission on whether to 

initiate a new proceeding, whether to direct PG&E to file a new PBR applicalion, or any 

other appropriate response. TIle Energy Division Director may provide for comments 
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or convene workshops as he dcems appropriate (perhaps as part of PG&E's 1999 GRe 

or its Distribution PBR proceeding) before making these recommendations. 

As discussed earlier, we are adopting a recorded cost approach to capital-related 

costs in the absence of a record that would support a forecast of these costs for 1998. 

Based upon our concerns with recorded cost ratemaking, we believe that the revenue 

requirelllent archittxture should poSSibly be modified to use a forecast of capital-related 

costs for the post-I998 period. PG&E's 1999 GRe proceeding is the appropriate forun\ 

for exploring the use of forecast capital-related costs for 1999 in liell of the recorded cost 

approach adopted today for 1998. PG&E should supplement its 1999 GRe testimony by 

including a forecast of capital-related costs. 

4. Related Issues 

4.1 Revenue Requirements for Must·Run Units 
This section addresses competing proposals of PG&B and ORA for the treatnlent 

of the reVenue requirement (or hydroelectric and geothermal units operating pursuant 

to must-run agreements with the ISO.4 

4.1.1 Recommendations and Positions of the Parties 
PG&B proposes to include the combined rcvenue requirement of all of its 

hydroelectric and geothermal facilities, including those subject to must-run contracts, in 

the total revenue requirements that arc debited monthly to the TCBA. PG&E would 

t D.97-09-048 describes (at p. H) three forn\5 of reliability contracts that were thcn pending 
FERC approval. FERC has since approved such contract forms. (Pacific Gas alld Ett'clrk 
Coml'J1II!/, Sa" Dic'go Ga> m,d £1('d,;c C011lI'JlIIY, and SOl/a,fm Cali/omla Eclisoll COtlll"my Docket 
Nos. EC 96·19·001 et a1. (1997) 81 FERC 1161,122.) Agreement A provides for miUkct pricing 
and a1lows the owner to sell services beyond the needs of the ISO. Agreement B provides for 
utility coUc<tion of re\'('nues abo,'e a market rate through a "credit-back," a fix~l cost payml'nt, 
and operating cost payments of up to 1000/0 of the cost of providing must·run. services. 
Proposed Agreeml'nt C is a fun cost-of·service contract for unc<onomfc units. For purpoSC'S of 
the following discussion, ORA considers Agrccment A to be an example of a competitive form 
of contract and Agreement B and Agreement C to be examples of full cost rc<overy contracts. It 
is eXpC<ted that aU must-run units will be on Agreement A (or the (irst 90 days of the transition 
period. 
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also enter a monthly credit to the TCBA to recognize revenues that all hydroe)e<lric and 

geothermal facilities earn (rom the Power Exchange (PX), the ISO, and other sources. In 

effed, gains and losses relative to the revenue requirement which PG&E incurs from the 

operation of must-run units would be refleded in the TCBA. 

ORA believes that including the revenue requirement of must-run units which 

rely upon the ISO for lull cost recovery "tould misallocate risk between ratepayers and 

shareholders, and would inhibit competition (or must-run services. In addition, ORA 

finds that it is inconsistent with the Preferred Policy Dedsion's premise that low-cost 

hydroclectric and geothermal resources should be used to pay down transition costs. 

ORA's central recommendatiol\ is to assign responsibility (or the results of must

run hydroelectric and geothermal contracts with (uti cost recovery provisions to PG&E, 

b}t prohibiting access to the ratenlaking mechanism of the TeBA. ORA proposes that as 

of January 1, 1998, and for the first 90 da}fs of the transition period during which it is 

expected that all must-run units would be operating under Agreement A, the reVeoue 

requirement for such unils would be included in the revenue requirement used to 

determine the TCBA balance. In effect, gains and losses associated with these plants 

would be recorded in the TCBA. Thereafter, the rC\'eoue requirement for any 

individual must-run unit that moves from a competitive ISO agreement to one with (un 

cost ICCO\,('Jy (for example, (roUl Agreement A to either Agreement B or C) would be 

removed from the total hydroeledric/geolhermal revenue requirement debited to the 

TCBA. Gains and 10sS('s rdative to the revenue requirement ,,",ould gener.lUy remain 

with the utility. However, (or any (rcdit-back lype of must-run agn.'Cntent, profies (rom 

the unit that exceed the equivalent of the revenue requircment would be credited to the 

TCBA. ORA recommends this provision to (reate parity between I\grccnlent Band 

Agreement A. 

While the focus of ORA's proposals is the treatment of revenue requirement (or 

units on full cost recovery contracts, ORA believes that PG&E may have an incentive to 

keep some money· losing unHs on competitive ISO contr.lets Mther than pursuing (ull 

cost recovery. ORA rC(ommends that if that occurs, parHes be given an opportunity to 
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prospectively seek a Commission order (or the exclusion of the re\'enue requirement of 

that unit (rom the TCBA. As a crilerion (or such consider.ltion, ORA proposes that the 

unit must ha\'e su((cred a loss of at least 2% of the revenue requirement over a calendar 

year. 

ORA recommends a default ratemaking rule providing thai if a unit moves from 

a competitive form o( contract to a (uti cost recovery (ontrae., the revenue requirement 

should be excluded indefinitely. If such a unit will be retumed to a competitive 

contract, the utility should file a J10lke with the Commission. In addition, if the utility 

seeks to change the default provision and instead debit the reVenue requirement of the 

unit in the TCBAJ that request should be included in the required notke. 

ORA's overall proposal includes three sub-accounts to track (onventional 

hydrocledric, Helms, and geothermal separately. The purpose is to minimize the 

potentia) for cross-subsidy among these types o( generation. The sub-accounts would 

be trued up annually, and over-collections would be credited to the TCBA. Losses in 

one sub-account would not be offset by profits in another. 

Weil takes no position on the ni.erits o( PG&E's and ORA's recommcndations. 

Nevertheless, he suggests that ORA's recommendations be adopted as a means of 

adjusting the risks created by the use of recorded cost ratemaking. \Vei) agrees with 

two principles underlying ORA's position: PG&B should be gl\'en an incentive to 

negotiate adequate cost recovery with the ISO; and PG&E should not in e((ect be given 

two opportunities to recOVer the costs of must-run units. Knecht and Czahar raise 

issut'S regarding the ratemaking treatment of capital additions in connectiol\ with must

run units. Capital additions issues arc addr('SSCd in Seclion 4.3. 

4.1.2 PG&E's NegotJaUng Positlon 
ORA contends that under PG&E's proposal, PG&E will not have a sufficient 

incentive to negotiate adequate cost recovery with the ISO. ORA believes that its 

proposal guards against the possibility of the utility's failure to negotiate adequate cost 

recovery with the ISO. ORA's primary conccrn is with full cost recovery contr-lets 

negotiated with the ISO, i.e., Agr~ment B and Agreement C. 
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PG&E argues it has the incentive of the rate freeze/transition cost recovery 

mechanism to negotiate adequate cost recovery terms with the ISO. PG&E also argues 

that its ability to control the contract development process is limited. PGkE asserts 

there is uncertainty regarding the final outcome on what compensation provisions the 

ISO contracts will contain. PG&E notes that this depends on FERC decisions and on 

negotiations with the ISO. 

If PG&E Were not able to negotiate adequate cost re(overy with the ISO, it would 

be inappropriate to place it at risk (or negotiating adequate contract terms and lor 

operating in a manner that meets or surpasses the negotiated terms. \Vc do not find 

PG&E's negotiating posilion to be so limited. EVen though the lorm ol the ISO 

contracts is subject to FERC jurisdiction, contract cost recovery terms will be negotiated 

bilaterally betwccn PG&E and the ISO. \Ve find unpetsuasive PG&E's argument that 

political pressures will result in contracts that faU to provide a reasonable opportunity 

lull cost recovery, or that PG&E's hands will be tied at the bargaining table such that it 

will simply be forced into providing must-fun services at a loss. 

PG&E asserts that development of policies based on n\ust-run agrccments which 

have not yet been approved by FERC is premature. Howe\'cr, we have already dealt 

with the proposed ISO contracts in D.97-09-048 and in the Iransition cost proceeding. 

As noted in footnote 4, supra, I·ERC has re(cnlly approved the rcli<,bility n\ust-run 

contracts. 

Earlier in this decision we stated our recognition that the c(fectiveness of the r.lte 

freeze/transition cost recovery mechanism as an incentive for PG&E to reduce costs is 

uncertain. We concur with ORA's assessment that we should not rely upon this 

incentive alone to proVide assur.lnCC that PG&E will negotiate reasonable cost recovery 

terms with the ISO. 

4.1.3 Section 367(b) 

PGkE contends that ORA's proposal violates AB 1890's required neHing of 

positive and negative values for certain gener.1Hon-related costs. Section 367 provides 

in relevant part: 

·15· 
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"The commission shall identify and determine those costs and categorics 
of costs for generation-related assets and obligations, consisting of 
generation facilitics, generation-related regulatory assets, nuclear 
settlements, and power purchase contracts, ... that were being collected in 
commission-approved rates on December 20,1995, and that may become 
uneconomic as a resu1t of a competitive generation market, .... " 

"These uneconomic ('osts ... shall be recovCfed from all customers ... on a 
nonbypassable basis and shall: 

"(b) Be based on a calculation mechanism that nets the negative valuc of 
all above market utility-owned generation-related assets against thc 
positive value of all below market utility-owned generation related 
assets." 

PG&E contends that the revenue requirement treatment (or nUlst-run 

hydroelectric and geothermal units must meet the "neUing" test of Scction 367(b). 

According to PG&E, 

" ... ORA has proposed a eTC (competition transition cost} calculation 
mechanism that docs not net the negative value of above-market utility· 
owned generation assets against the positive value of below-market 
utility-owned assets. Therciore, ORA's recommended treatment of must
run facilities is in dear violation of Section 367(b) and must be rejected." 
(PG&E Opening Brief, p. 14.) 

The required netting applies to the negative value and the positive value of 

various utility-owned generation-related assets, not to costs reflc<:ted in revenue 

requirements. Section 367(b) docs not proscribe ORA's proposal (or the tre.ltment of 

revenue requirements. PG&E's argument is without merit. 

4.1.4 Cost R~covery Opportunity 
PG&E's proposal for TCBA treatment of must-run gains and rosses for (ull cost 

ceco\'ery ISO contracts has the virtue o( simplicity. Morcover, PG&E is correct when it 

argues that its proposed TCBA treatment Uensures that PG&E just recovers its costs of 

providing must-run Services." (PG&E Opening Brief, p. 11.) The problem is that this 

guarlmtce of cost recovccy would exist in addition to the opportunity for cost reco\'cry 

. 16· 
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that PG&E enjoys through full cost recovery ISO contracts. PG&E would be able to 

eUe<tively classify must-run losses as transition costs. 

The cost reco\'ery assurance requested by PG&E provides ratepayers and 

competitors with too little assurance that PG&E will undertake all reasonable means to 

negotiate adequate cost recovery for the services that it provides to the ISO. \Yith a 

second opportunity for cost recovery through the TeBA mechanism, and the reduced 

incentive to negotiate adequate cost recovery from the ISO in the first place, there is too 

much potential (or a competitive advantage and other distortion in the market for must-

run services.s \Ve find PG&E's proposal to be deficient in this regard, and the 

advantage ()f relative simplicity dOes not justify its adoption. 

By (Ontrolst, ORA's proposal offers a reasonable balance of risk and rewards such 

that its relative complexity is justified. It offers an incentive to negotiate reasonable cost 

recovery terms that is lacking in PG&E's proposal. ORA's recommendations provide 

that PG&E will retain profits or incur the losses associated with the difference between 

actual expenditures and authorized levels. In eUect, they provide the equivalent of 

trilditional cost-of-service treatment with respect to retention of profits. We are 

persuaded that ORA's approach provides reasonable cost recovery opportunity as long 

as PG&E negotiates and operates to the best of its ability. It is reasonable to assign the 

risk of cost recovery under (ull cost must-run contracts to thl! Heilily. 

4.1.5 Related Must·Run Issues 
Whilc PG&E opposes ORA's overall approach to the treatment of must-run 

revenue requirements, it has also proposed certain modifications to ORA's specific 

recommendations. Por example, PG&E proposes that a simple notice would be 

suflicient when a unit switches (rom a (ull cost rt.xoo\'ery contract to a competitivc one. 

ORA counters that neither I~ERC nor the ISO would review the impact of such a change 

s lhe beneficiaries of bdow-<ost must-cun serviCl's would be the redpicnls 01 those ser\'ic('S. 
As ORA noted (in Exhibil7, p. 9), to the extent these recipients are not the same as PG&E 
cusfomers, cost-shifting occurs. 
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on transition cost recovery, so the more comprehensive notice and review that it 

recommends is appropriate. ORA's proposal will provide an opportunity for the 

Commission to consider the impact of the change of contrad and take appropriate 

action. \Ve adopt ORA's proposed notice requirement. 

PG&E prefers a multi-year assessment of debits and credits over the calendar 

year approach favored by ORA. PG&E contends that since ISO contracts are expected 

to be (or one-year terms, it will not be able to negotiate terms providing (or offsetting 

prior-year revenues to offset future losses. PG&E gives the example of using such 

revenues to offset losses due to a dry hydro year. ORA asserts that the annual approach 

has the merits of conforming to the periOd of ISO contr.lcts and reducing of ratemaking 

complexity. \Ve believe that annual reconciliation as proposed by ORA is reasonable. 

\Ve do not believe that the risk of a dry hydro year should be transferred to ratepayers 

in the manner proposed by PG&E. 

PG&E prefers aggregating all must-run units into a single category rather than 

using unit-by-unit determinations. ORA points out that this would create an incentive 

to have comp<'titive utiitS on (u)) cost rccover)' agreements. This would allow PG&E to 

inappropriately shield losses associated with individual units. 

Knecht and Czahar have suggested allOWing PG&E to rctain a percentage of 

must-run profits to induce PG&E to enter into credit·back forms of contracts. \Ve deny 

this proposal, as the merits of inducing PG&E to enter into Agreement B have not been 

demonstrated. 

4.1.6 ConclusIon 
In its comments on the proposed decision, PG&fi contends that the proposed 

tre.ltment of must-run hydroelectric and geothermal revenue requirements is 

inconsistent with the Commission's treatment of hyroelectric and geothermal assets as 

set forth at pages 135-137 of D.97~11-074. Howevcr, pursuant to the September 9, 1997 

A tim i" is fra lil't" lAW /udgt"s R!lliug Clarifyillg SCOpi 01 Prout'ding 011 Pacific Gas allil Ela/ric 

COlllpany's (PG&E) IlY"l.t'/ufric/Gcol/lermal RCl'imIC Rl'qllirelllt'llf, ORA's propos<lls (or the 

rcvenue treatment of must-run hyroelectric and geothermal units were litigated in this 
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proceeding. This is confirmed by Finding of Fact 82 of D.97-1 t-074, which states that 

"{clertain issues associated with must-run hyroelectric plants.:.wiH be considered in 

A.96-07-009 el a1./I The adopted treatment of hydroelectric and geothermal facilities in 

D.97-t 1-074 did not supersede the litigation of issues which that decision acknowledged 

was being addressed in this proceeding. 

BaSed on the foregoing, we adopt the ORA recomn\endations, as set fOrth in 

Exhibit 7 and as sun\n\arized belo\v, lor the treatment of the revenue requirement and 

related procedural requirements tor must-run hydroelectric and geothermal units: 

• For units which come to be on a negotiated ISO agreement (or (ull cost 
recovery, the associated reVenue requirement would not be included 
in (on\puting the TCBA balance. 

• For each unit that operates under an ISO agreement that provides both 
(or (ull cost re~o\'ery and a credit-back of revenue (rom the ISO to the 
utility (lor example, propOsed Agrccment B), revenues credited to the 
utility would be retained by the utility, except that revenues in excess 
of the units' revenue requiren\ent would be a general credit to the 
TCBA. 

• On(e a unit has switched from a competitive to a (ull (ost recovery 
(orm of ISO contract, deCault ratemaking should provide that the 
revenue requircment is exdudcd from the TCBA indefinitely. 

• Parties should be permitted to prospectively seek, by petition (or 
modification in this d<xket, exclusion of a competitive unlt's TCBA 
revenue requirement f( that unit's revenue requirement exceeded 
revenues, such that the unit lost two perccnt or more over a calendar 
}'e(u. The Commissiol\ should determine whether such a unit should 
be excluded (rom revenue requirement. 

• If a unit has switched (rom a (ull cost to a competitive contract form, 
the utility should be required to file a notice with the Commission. 
The utility should be required to include itl that notice any request to 
include the revenue requirement of that unit in the TCBA revenue 
requirement. 

- 19-
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4.2 Catastrophlo Events Memorandum Account (CEMA) 
0.97-08-056 dated August I, 1997, issued in A.96-12-009 et al. (the unbundling 

procccding), ordered PG&B, Edison, and San Diego Gas &. Electric Company (SDG&E) 

not to enter into their respective CEMAs any costs related to generation after January I, 

1998. The Commission found that permitting utilities to recover generation costs in 

CEMA would provide a competitive advantage to utilities in generation markets. 

(0.97-08-056, Finding of Fact 14, p. 57.) In its August 19 preheating conference 

statement, PG&E stated that notwithstanding 0.97-08-056, it sou~ht CEMA or similar 

cost recovery treatment for catastrophic events that occur after December 31,1997. At 

the Augusl22, 1997 ptehearing conference, the ALJ ruled thai in light of prOCedural 

uncertainty, PG&B would be permitted to offer testhnony on its CEMA proposal. 

PG&E's September 8, 1997 prepared testiniony included a proposal (or CEMA 

treatment, which other parties addtessed in rebuttal testimony served on September 15, 

1997. 

By letter dated September 16, 1997, PG&E advised the AL] and the parties that 

on September 8, 1997 it filed a petition for [)\odification of 0.97-08-056, requesting 

continuation of the CEMA. PG&E further advised that it had recently become aware of 

the applicability of Section 454.9.' PG&E noted that Section 454.9 was not discussed in 

the testimony or briefs leading to the issuance of 0.97-08-056 or in the decision itself. 

Based on irs discovery of Section 454.9, PG&E took the position that the dispute over its 

CEMA proposal was moot. 

PC&E did not r,lise the argument that Section 454.9 renders the dispute moot 

until afler the scrvice of prepared testimony and prepared rebuttal testimony. At the 

'Section 454.9(a) prOVides that the Commission shall authorize utilities to establish catastrophic 
('vcnt memorandum a<xounts to record the costs of scrviCe restoration; repairing, replacing,. or 
restoring damaged facilities; and con'plying with government agency or\ters in connection 
with disaster declared by competent state or federal aUlhoriries. $c(tion 454.9(b) provides that 
the costs, induding capital costs, rt."'Corded in the CEMAs shall be r('('o\'erab!e in rates subject to 
request of the utilit}" a Commission finding of reasonableness, and Commission approval. 
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outset of hearings on September 18, 1997, the ALJ ruled that the testimony on CEMA 

proposals would be heard notwithstanding a risk of duplication of consideration of the 

issue in multiple (orums. On Septemocr 25, 1997, two days "'fter the completion of 

hearings, PC&E, Edison, and SDG&B filed a petition (or modification of 0.97-08-056, 

requesting that utilities be allowed to establish CEMAs pursuant to Section 454.9. 

D.97-08-056 has already addressed the applicability of CEMA treatment (or 

generation, and by virtue of the September 25,1997 pelition (or modUication of 

D.97-08-056, the CEMA·related issues affecting generation (acilities of Edison and 

SDG&E as wen as PG&E are being resolved in the unbundling proceeding.' ORA 

argues that this proceeding should not be used to carVe out an ex('eption (or 

hydrodedric and geothermal facilities for one utility. We concur. \Ve arc not 

persuaded to adopt a separate resolution of CEMA-related issues that \vould apply to 

PG&E's hydroelectric and geothccmal facilities only. As ORA points out, the risk of 

duplication of issues in multiple (orums has been realized. Although it may have been 

appropriate under the circumstances of September 18, 1997 to receive testimony on the 

CEMA issues, we find the issues belong in the unbundling prOCeeding. \Ve note that 

both the issue of recording of CEMA expenses under Section 45-1.9(a) and the issue of 

reasonable cost [«overy under Section 454.9(b) arc before the Commission by virtue of 

the petition and the responses in the unbundling proceeding. \Ve therefore do not 

consider Ihe post-I997 event CEMA issues further in this limited-scope proceeding. 

There is general agreement that PG&E should be aHowed to continue CEMA 

procedures (or pre-I998 events. Knecht and Czahar propose one exception. They 

contend that the use of a gross return which includes an atJO\\\ln('e (or income taxes 

should be prohibited. Again, we find no reason why this proposal should be applied lo 

hydrocleclric and geothermal gener.ltion facilities but not to other areas where PG&E 

might enter amounts in CEMA. \Ve conclude that this is not the appropriate 

1 D.97.11-073 disposed of I'G&E's Septcmber 8 petilion for modifiCation and deferroo resolution 
of CEMA isuSl"s to a later decision in the unbundling proceeding. 
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prO<'ccding {or this issue. However, when PG&E seeks recovery of costs related 10 

pre-1998 events, we will closely examine all costs asserted to be eligible for recovery. 

4.3 POst·1997 Capital Additions 

0.97-09-048 provides that the reasonableness of non-nuclear capital additions put 

into service in 1996 and 1997 will be reviewed on an after-the-fact basis, and that post-

1997 capital additions will be subject fo a "market control" approach. The market 

control approach prOVides for recovery of capital addiHons costs through market 

revenues. Notwithstanding this decision, l'G&E requests inclusion of the (ost of post-

1997 capital additions for hydroelectric and geothermal facilities in the approved 

revenUe requirement. PG&E recommends reconsideration of the market conlrol 

approach as it applies to its hydroele<:trk and geothermal revenue requirement. PG&E 

notes that D.97-09-048 provides that: 

"Unlil further notice, ' .... e will include hydroele(tric and geothermal 
facilities under this approach. \Ve may reconsider the inclusion of these 
(acilities (or PG&E and [Edison] as we explore the performance-based 
ratemaking (PBR) proposals pending in application (A.) 96-07-009 and 
A.96-07-0l8.)" 

As recommended by ORA, we decline to make any findings on capital additions. 

\V~ defer to the market (ontrol approach that we recently adopted in D.97-09-().tB. 

Although D.97-09-048Ieft the door open (or reconsidcc.ltion in the e\'ent we consider 

PBR, PBR proposals have been explicitly excluded from this sub·phase of the 

proceeding. We note that J'G&E has filed an 'lpplicalion (or rehearing of 0.97-09-048_ 

There is no basis for reconsidering application of the market control approach (or 

h}'droeteclric cr geothermal units in this docket. 

rn its comments on the proposed decision, PG&E asserts thallhe Commission 

will need to addrC'Ss the issue 01 how post-1997 capital additions will be reflected in 

market va luation. As PC& E has suggested, it can address this issue in the rna rket 

valualion appJic.,tion to be filed pursuant to D.97-11-074J Ordering Parar.lph 17. 
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4.4 Reasonableness Review 
In lieu of a general provision for traditional reasonableness reviews of its 

hydroelectric and geothermal operations, PG&E proposes reliance upon a combination 

of market forces, ISO and FERC supervision for reliability and market power, monthly 

and annual reporting of fuel and energy costs, traditional reasonableness review (or 

water purchases and administration of steam contracts, and Commission invesligations 

when deemed necessary_ 

ORA proposes that we make provision for reasonableness reviews pertaining to 

the hydroelectric and geothermal revenue requirement until market valuation is 

completed. Specifically, PG&E would be required to file testimony showing the 

reasonableness of expenses (or geothermal operations, purchased water (or power 

production, and Helcns operations. ORA would exclude (rom reasonableness review 

unUs which arc under must-run contracts and excluded fron\ the hydroelectric and 

geothermal revenue requirement that is accorded balancing account treatment. We ii, 

Knecht, and Czahar support ORA's position on reasonableness reviews. \Veil also 

proposes that reasonableness reviews cover capital·related costs. 

In 0.96--12-088 (the updated Roadmap decision), the Commission provided that 

as long as fuel pnxurement practiccs arc undertaken in a regulated regime, 

reasonableness reviews would be the fluid pro qllo of balancing account treatment. 

(D.96~12·088, p. 23.) The Commission went on to slate that it was hopeful that once the 

PX is functioning. market incentives would begin to take the place of reasonablen(>SS 

reviews. (Id.) The Commission also noted that some new form of review and 

verification would be necessary to verify the accur,lCY and (aimess of recovery of PX 

costs. (M.) ORA relics on the former holding to support its position. To support its 

position, PG&E emphasiz('s the Commission's hope of moving away (rom 

reasonableness revicws and its provision (or a ncw form of review. 

PG&E notes that, by law, the rx must begin oper~'tions at the beginning of 1998. 

PG&E bcliev('s that the new (orm of review anticipated by the Commission as a 
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replacement for traditional reasonableness review should be implemented. PG&E 

contends that its proposal is consistent with this new form of review. 

\Vhat PG&E fails to point out is thai when the Commission issued 0.96-12-088 

and stated its hope to move away from traditional reasonableness reviews, it also 

anticipated adoption of PBR (or generdtion. However, we arc now using a cost-of

service approach for establishing PG&E's hydroelcctric and geothermal revcnue 

requirement that includes balancing account treatment of ccrt,lin expenses through the 

TCBA. Also, while the Commission was hopeiul that it could begi" to move away (rom 

the traditional approach to reasonableness review once market incentives are in place, it 

did not simply provide (or the elimination of reasonableness reviews on the date that 

the PX begins functioning. 

The reVenue requirement architecture that We approve today, including its 

prOVision (or recorded cost ratemaking for capital costs, docs not reprcscnt the 

approach we envisioned when we stated our hope to move away from this regulatory 

tool. Under the adopted proposal, ratepayers will effectively pay (or PG&E's actual fuel 

costs. \Ve continue to belie'o'e that reasonableness reviews are the quid I'ro quo of 

balancing a~('ount treatment, even if the balancing account in question has a new name 

Or serves a somewhat different function. This principle applies to other forms of 

recorded cost ratemaking as well. Proposals that require the initiation of Commission 

investigations and assignment of the burden of proof to the Commission stall, as 

opposed to proposals which require the utility to demonstr~ltc the reasonableness of its 

actions, do not represent a suUicient counter·balance to the overall risks associated with 

the adopted mechanism. 

\Ve adopt the proposals (or comprehensive re.\sonabteness reviews, including 

rC('orded ('.'pitat-related costs other than post-1997 capitell additions. Ilowcver, we do 

not requite PG&E to report sepMilte dat., for each unit as initially proposed by ORA. 

\Ve recognize that multiple units may be hydraulically linked, and that separate 

consider'ltion of units \\'ith shared O&M expenses may require the resolution of 

complex allocation issues. Consistent with our provision (or reasonableness reviews in 
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Ordering Paragraph 13 of 0.97-10-057, such revie\\ts will take place in PG&E's annual 

transition cost or revenue adjustment proceedings pursuant to Commission orders or 

rulings. 

4.5 The EI DoradO Project 
PG&E1s HI Dorado hydrocledri~ plant was dosed (or several years in the early 

1990's. It was reopened in 1996 after EIO and PG&E signed an Asset Sale Agreement 

and an Operation and Maintenance Agrcen\entl and ElO, the prospective purchaser, 

had spent over$5 n\ilJion on capital modifications to the plant to make it operational. 

The plant was severely damaged in the January 1997 storms, and it has not been 

producing power since then. On]une 5,1997 PG&E terminated the Asset Sale 

Agreement. On August 27, 1997 PG&E filed with the FERC a proposcd schedule (or a 

license surrender application for the El Dorado project. PG&E has notified parties that 

it docs not intend to operate the project as a power facility in the (uture. In PG&E's 

1996 GRC, the Commission approved $1.1 million in OkM expenSes lor the El Dorado 

project. 

ElD takes the position that under applicable regulatory principles and statutes, 

PG&E cannot reCOver costs (or the El Dor.ldo proje<:t since it is not llSed and useful and 

it has not been operating (or more than nine months. E1D recommends removal o( the 

O&M expenses and related expenses (rom the 1998 revenue requirentent. ElD also 

recommends that an invcstigdtion be instituted to examine the etfects of the El Dorado 

outage and resolve aU related reasonableness issues in that pr()(ccding. 

PGkE recommends that expenscs related to the HI Dorado projIXt be included in 

mtes. PG&E contends that the project is opercltional (rom the I~ERC perspective because 

the license surrender application has not been acted upon. PG&E believes it is required 

to incur betwecn $850,000 and $1.1 million in O&M expenses in 1998. PekE also 

contends that under the three-year cycle of forecast test year ralemaking. the next 

opportunity for parties to address this expense is PG&E's 1999 GRe. PGkE argues that 

()(using on particular cost declines while not recognizing other cost increases is 

contrary to the very concept of lest yeclr r.ltemaking. Finally, PG&E argues that since 
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the FERC has not accepted surrender of the Ikensc, regulatory costs that arc driven by 

the FERC license are appropriately recoverable from ratepayers. 

With certain exceptions, the general rule (or test-year c(ltemaking dted by PG&E 

is correct. As we have slated, 

"\Ve do not expect a utility to come running to the Commission lor a rate 
adjustment each time its expenses may be more than anticipated in a 
given rate setting ~ase. A utility is granted only the opportunity to make 
its antidpated rate of return, it is not guaranteed that return. Conversely, 
if a utility accomplishes a reduction in an anticipated expense that was 
found reasonable by the Commission for the purpose of setting rates, the 
Commission should not step in and order a refund unless such a 
reduction was anHdpated. To do so would soon discourage utilities (rom 
searching (or ways to cut costs and be contrary to the intent of Se<:tion 
456." (Re Pacific Power and Light Company (1980) 4 CPUC 2d 544, 572.) 

Among the exceptions to this rule are thoSe established by the Legislature in 

Seclion 454.9 (CEMA) and Se<:tion 455.5. The latter statute provides that in the event of 

an outage of a major generation or production facility (or nine or more consecutive 

months, the Commission may eliminate consideration of the v.tlue of the facility and 

may disallow any related expense. On November 19, 1997, we insllluted al\ 

investigation (1.97-11-026) pursuant to Section 455.5 into the out-of-service status of the 

EI Dorado project. Among other things, we ordered that all rilles associated with the 

EI Dorado project are subject to refund, and we directed I'G&E to (stabHsh a 

memorandum account to tr~lck a1l associated costs. No further (or sideration of this 

issue is necessary in this proceeding. 

4.6 Geothermal Decommissioning Expense 
In PG&E's 1996 GRC the Commission approved geotherml'.l decommiSSioning 

costs of $1.939 million. PG&H recommends that these costs be recovered through the 

leBA (or case and efficiency of administr.ltion. 

ORA takes the position that this is the proceeding designated by the Commission 

to determine hydroelectric and geothermal revenue requirements, and recommends 

that the geothermal decommissioning costs be included in the revenue requirement 
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determined ill this proceeding. ORA contends it is easier to include the amount in this 

proceeding rather than the transition cost proceeding. Enron" \Veil, Knecht, and Czahar 

support ORA's recommendations. 

As \Veil explains, the nature of decommissioning costs favors ORA's position. 

\Ve adopt ORA's recommendation. 

4.7 Fossil Plant M~morandul1i Account 
0.97-04-042 and 0.97-07-037 have addressed a request by PG&E to establish an 

earnings allowance whereby it would retain earnings up to 150 basis points above its 

authorized rate of return for its merchant fossil plants. PG&E acknowledges that this 

sub-phase of the proceeding is limited to hydroelectric and geothermal generation 

issues, but it nevertheless rc<:ornmends adoption of a memorandum account to track the 

150 basis points amount for non-must-run fossil plant operations starting January 1, 

1998, to ensure the possibiHty of recovery once the Commission determincs the 

underlying issue. ORA and \Veil oppose the proposed memorandun\ ac~ount. 

As we noted in 0.97-07-037, consideration of PBR/incenlive mechanisms has 

been deferred indefinitely. (0.97-07-037, Footnote 2" p. 3.) The possibility of future 

consideration of such a mechanisn\ for PG&E's non-must-run fossil generation docs not 

warrant adoption of memorandum account treatment althis time. PG&E's request (or a 

memorandum account is dcnied. 

Findings of Fact 
1. Est.1blishing a hydroelectric/geothermal revenue requirement is n~essary to 

determine the level o( transition cosl recovery by PG&E that will be reflected in the 

TCBA. 

2. PG&E and ORA propose that the 1998 rc\tcnue requirement for conventional 

hydrO<.'lectric, IIelms, and geothermal gencf.l(ion facilities be ~akulated as the sum of 

the capital-related revenue requirement using (t'corded capital costs, the expense 

revenue requirement using PG&E's 1996 GRC data, and actual fuel expense. 
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3. Assembling ratemaking elements from various proceedings is a reasonable 

alternative to fuH-scale litigation of all relevant revenue requirements which should 

save lime and resources of pal lies and the Commission. 

4. Compared to traditional cost-of-service ratcmakingor PBR, recorded cost 

ratemaking reduces utility risk and tends fo make management less concerned with 

controJling capital-related (05t51 and it is generally not consistent with PBR goals. 

However, under the me<:hanism adopted herein PG&E remains at risk (or r«O\'ery of 

uneconomic generation costs by the end 01 the transition perio<t which should provide 

some incentive for efficient operations. 

5. (A'eraB, the revenue requirement mechanism adopted herein (airly balances 

ratepayer and shareholder risk and rewards. 

6. The proposed net-ol-inflation productivity adjustment to O&M and A&G 

expenses is intended as a means of accurately forecasling the 1998 expense revenue 

requirement. 

7. There is insufficient justification or record support for a productivity adjustment 

to O&M and A&G expenses (or 1998. 

8. \Vhile it is premature to determine that PBR for I'G&E's hydroelectric and 

geothermal generation should be pursued for the remainder of the tr.'Osition period 

a(ter 1998, wc expe<:t to obtain more information in the coming months that will allow a 

decision on whether to do so. 

9. I'G&E's 1999 GRC proceeding is the appropriate forum for expJoring the use of 

forecast capital-related costs (or 1999 in lieu of the recorded cost approach adopted 

today (or 1998. 

10. Including the revenue requirement of must· run units \\'hich rely upon the ISO 

(or (ult cost recovery in the total rC\'enuc requirements that arc debited monthly to the 

TCBA would misaHocate risk between fatep.lyers and shareholders, and could inhibit 

compelition (Of must· run services and cause unw.ur.tnted cost-shifling. 

11. It has not been shown that PG&E will be unable to negotiate adequate (ost 

recovery with the ISO (or must-run services. 
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12. The rate fcCt'ze/transition cost recovery mechanism proVides some incenlive for 

PG&E to negotiate adequate cost recovery with the ISO (or must-run services provided 

by h),drocleclric and geothermal (,lcilities, but irs effectiveness is uncertain, and jf PG&E 

is entitled to additional cost rcco\'cry through the TCBA mechanism, we cannot be 

assured that it will have sufficient incentive to negotiate adequate cost recovery terms 

with the ISO. 

13. The required netting of the negative value and the positive value of various 

utility-owned generation-related assets under Section 367(b) does not proscribe OM's 

proposals for the treatment of revenUe requirements for must-run units. 

14. ORA's proposals for the revenue requirement lreatrllent of must-run units 

provide reasonable cost recovery opportunity as long as PG&E negotiates and operates 

to the best of its ability. 

15. ORA's proposals for the revenue requirement treatment of must-run unUs 

provide an incentive to negotiate reasonable cost recovery terms that is lacking in 

PG&E's proposal, and provide a reasonable balance of risk and rewards. 

16. Requiring notice when a unit switches (rom a (ull cost recovery contract to a 

competitive one will proVide an opportunity (or the Commission to consider the impact 

o( the change of contract and take appropriate action. 

17. Transferring the risk of a dry hydro year to ratepayers through a multi·yt:'.u 

reconciliation of debits and credits, thereby of (setting losses in one year with gains in 

anotht:'r year, is nol necessary to prOVide an overall reasonable balancing o( risks (or 

must·run contr.,ds. 

IS. Aggregating a1l must-run units into a single category r.lther than unit-by-unil 

determinations could allow PG&E to inappropriately shield losses associated with 

individual units. 

19. While D.91-11-074 addrt:'sscd the treatment of revenue requirement generelll)" 

the treatment of must-run hydroelectric and geothermal (acilities is under consideration 

in this proceeding pursuant to the September 9, 1997 ALJ ruling on the scope of this 

proceeding. 
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20. Post-1997 evcnt CEMA issues related to the generation facilities of Edison and 

SDG&E as well as PG&E remain at issue in the unbundling proceeding. 

21. Establishing a separate sct of catastrophic event cost recovery criteria that 

would only apply to PG&E's hydroelectric and geothermal genercltion facilitles has not 

been justified. 

22. PBR proposals have been explicitly excluded front this sub-phase of the 

proceeding. and there is no basis (or reconsidering appliccltion of the market ~onlrol 

approach for hydroelectric or geothermal units in this docket. 

23. Our policy is that as long as (uel procurement practices are undertaken in a 

regulated reginte, traditional reasonableness reviews are the quid pro quo of balancing 

account treatment, and it is reasonable to apply this policy to other recorded costs as 

well. 

24. The revcnue rcquiren\ent architecture adopted herein dOeS not represent the 

approach \\'e envisioned when we stated our hope to move away (rom traditional 

reasonableness reviews. 

25. Proposals that require the initiation of Commission investigations and 

assignment of the burden of proof to the Commission staff, as opposed to proposals 

which requite the utility to demonstrate the reasonableness of its actions, do not 

represent a sufficient counter-balance to the overall risks associated with the adopted 

mechanism. 

26. Multiple generating units may be hydraulically linked, and separate 

consideration of units with shared O&M expenses may require the resolution of 

complex allocation issues. 

27. PG&E's EI Dorado hydroelectric plant was severely damaged in the January 

1997 storms, and it has not been produdng power since then. 

28. In PG&E's 1996 GRC, the Commission approved $1.1 miJIion in O&M expenses 

lor the El Dorado project. 

29. With certain exceptions,under the three-year cycle of forecast (cst year 

r,ltemaking, the next opportunity (or p.utics to addr{'SS the [<ltemaking impact of the 
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El Dorado outage is PG&E's 1999 GRC. One of the exceptions is set forth in 

Section 455.5, which provides that in the event of an outage of a major generation or 

production facility for nine or more consecutive months, the Commission may eliminate 

consideration of the value of the facility and may disallow any related expense. 

30. lhe Commission instituted an invcstigation of the EI Dorado outage pursuant to 

Section 455.5 on November 19, 1997. 

31. The geothermal decommissioning accrual of $1.939 million which was approved 

in PG&E's 1996 GRC is properly classified as part of the geothermal revenue 

requirement. 

32. Consideration of PBR/inccntive mechanisms has been deferred indefinitely, and 

the poSSibility of future consideration of such a mechanism for PG&E's non-must-run 

fossil generation docs not warrant adoption of memorandum account to track earniIlgs 

up to 150 basis points above its authorized rate of return for its merchant fossil plants. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. The proposed architecture (or determining PG&E's hydroelectric/geothNmal 

revenue requirement for 1998 as set forth in Exhibit 1 should be adopted. 

2. The usc of recorded capital-related costs as wen as the rate of return proposal 

rC(ommended by PG&E and ORA should be adopted for PG&E's 1998 hydroelectric 

and geothermal revenue requirement. 

3. The PG&E/ORA proposal (or establishing the expense revenue requirement 

should be adopted without a productivity adjustment (or 1998. 

4. The revenue requirement architechtrc adopted herein should be continued in 

ef(ect through 2001, subject to further order of the Commission. 

S. Upon review h\ PG&EJs 1999 GRC, the revenue requirement architecture may be 

modified to lise a (or~.lst of capital-related costs (or the post-I998 period unless the 

architecture will be replaced by POR. 

6. PG&E should submit a (orecast of capital-related costs for hydroelectric and 

geothermal generation in its 1999 GRe. 
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7. ORA's proposal to exclude the revenue requirement associated with must-run 

units under full cost recovery contracts from the hydroelectric/geothermal revenue 

requirement considered in the TCBA and related proposals as set (orth in Exhibit 7 

should be adopted. 

8. Post-1997 catastrophic event cost recovery issues should be considered 

generically in the unbundling proceeding. 

9. lhe market control approach for capital additions adopted in 0.97-09-048 

should apply for PG&E's hydroelectric and geothermal facilities. 

10. ORAis proposal (or reasonableness reviews, amended to include revie\\' of 

recorded capital-related costs other than capita) additions which arc subject to the 

market control approach, should be adopted as part of the revenue requirement 

architecture adopted in this decision. 

11. As the Commission has instituted an investigation of the EI Dorado outage 

pursuant to Seclion 455.5 on November 19, 1997, this decision should not address issues 

related to the El Dorado outage. 

12. Geothermal decommissioning costs should be included in the revenue 

requirement determined in this proceeding. 

13. PG&E's request for a mcn\orandunl account track earnings up to ISO basis 

points above its authorized rate of return (or its merchant fossil plants should be 

denied. 

ORDER 

IT)S ORDERED th,lt: 

1. Pacific Gas and Erectric Company's (PG&E) proposed mechanism (or 

determining the 1998 revenue requirement (or its hydroelectric (including Helms 

Pumped Stor,lge) and geothermal generation facilities, as set (orth in Exhibit 1, with the 

modifications discussed in the opinion and set (orth in the foregoing findings and 

conclusions, is adopted. The mechanism will continue in effect until December 31,2001 
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or until market valuation, whichever occurs first , unless it is discontinued, modified, or 

repJaced before then by further order of the Commission. 

2. PG&E shaH modify its tarHfs to implernent the foregoing ordering paragraph by 

filing an advice Jetter within five days of the effective date of this order. The tariffs shall 

become effective no earlier than January I, 1998 after they have been reviewed for 

compliance with this order by the Energy Divisioll. 

3. On May I, 1998 PG&E shall submit a report to the Director of the Energ}' 

Division on its plans (or, and the status of market valuation and divestiture of its 

hydroelectric and geothernlal facilities, the status of must· run designations, and any 

other (actors affecting the need for and apprOpriateness of a proceeding to consider 

PBR. PG&E shall scrve copies 0( the report on parties to this prodeeding. 

4. PG&E shall submit a forecast of the capital-related reVenue requirement (or its 

hydroelectric and geothermal geJ\eration facilities in its Test Year 1999 general rate case. 

PG&E shaH submit the forecast according to the schedule established by the Assigned 

Commissioner and Administrative Law Judge in the general rate case. 

5. FollOWing receipt of PG&E's status report, the Director of the Energy Division 

will make recommendations to the Commission on whether to initiate a new 

pr~ecding, whethC'C to direct PC&E to file a new PBR application, or other appropriate 

response. The Enersy Division Director may provide (or comments or convene 

workshops as he dC'cms appropriate before making these recommendations. 

This ordC'C is effectivc today. 

D.lted Deccmber 16, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 
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